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I01

COLLECT HEALTH CARE DATA WHEREIN HEALTH CARE DATA

COMPRISES HEALTH PLAN INFORMATION OF CONSUMERS,
PROVIDERS, CLAIMS, AND HOSPITALS

I

I02

TRANSLATE THE COLLECTED HEALTH CARE DATA BY CREATING

FILE LAYOUTS, MAPPING FIELDS OF THE HEALTH CARE DATA,
AND VERIFYING FOR INTEGRITY AND VALIDITY OF THE HEALTH
CARE DATA

I
ORGANIZE HEALTH CARE DATA IN STRUCTURED RELATIONAL
FORMAT

I
ANALYZE THE HEALTH CARE DATA FOR UTILIZATION ANALYSIS
AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE PROVIDERS

104a

CALCULATE CONSUMER STATISTICS OF THE
CONSUMER FOR THE HEALTH PLAN

I

J
104b

PROCESS CLAIMS OF THE CONSUMERS TO CLASSIFY

THE CLAIMS BASED ON AGE, GENDER, DISEASE, AND
COMORBID CONDITIONS OF THE CONSUMERS

I
DETERMINE PLURALITY OF COSTS OF HEALTH CARE
ORGANIZATION USING THE HEALTH PLAN
INFORMATION OF THE CONSUMERS

I
ASSESS PERFORMANCE OF PROVIDER FOR THE
HEALTH PLAN USING PLURALITY OF COSTS

FIGURE 1
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HEALTHCARE PROVIDER PERFORMANCE
AND UTILIZATION ANALYTICS

herein further comprises the step of generating reports of
comparative relative value unit utilization for primary care

physicians.
BACKGROUND
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

This invention, in general, relates to a health care organi
zation. More particularly, this invention relates to utilization

The foregoing summary, as Well as the folloWing detailed

description of the embodiments, is better understood When
read in conjunction With the appended draWings. For the
purpose of illustrating the invention, exemplary constructions
of the invention are shoWn in the draWings. HoWever, the

analysis and performance evaluation of providers in the
health care organization.

Health care organizations, typically, comprise providers
for providing health care services to consumers Who enroll for

invention is not limited to the speci?c methods and instru
mentalities disclosed herein.
FIG. 1 illustrates a method of utilization analysis and per
formance evaluation of providers in a health care organiza
tion.
FIG. 2 illustrates a system for utilization analysis and per
formance evaluation of providers in a health care organiza
tion.

a health plan of the health care organization. The operations
of a health care organization depends on one or more factors

including the number of consumers that enroll for the health

plans, performance of the service providers, quality of the
service provided by the service providers, management and
utilization of the resources of the health care organization,
etc. For an e?icient operation of the health care organization,

it is important to analyze the performance and quality of the
service provider rendering health care services to the con
sumers. Furthermore, the cost of operation of the health care
organization for providing health care services to the consum
ers in a plurality of health plans needs to be determined.
Hence, there is an unmet need for a computer implemented

20

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 1 illustrates a method of utilization analysis and per
formance evaluation of providers in a health care organiza
25

method of effective utilization analysis and performance
evaluation of providers in the health care organization.

health care data comprises health plan information of con
sumers, providers, claims, and hospitals. The consumers are
one of an individual member, a medicare member, a medicaid

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
30

The computer implemented method and system disclosed
herein addresses the need for utilization analysis and perfor

member, and an employer. The employer provides health care
bene?ts to a plurality of employees through a health plan. The
collected raW health care data is translated 102 and organized
103 into a structured relational format. During the translation

mance evaluation of providers in a health care organization.

of the raW health care data ?le layouts for the health care data
are created and different ?elds of the health care data are

The computer implemented method and system disclosed
herein is used to collect health care data. The health care data

mapped. Further, the integrity and validity of the health care

comprises health plan information of consumers, providers,
claims, and hospitals. The consumers are one of an individual

member, a medicare member, a medicaid member, and an
employer. The employer provides health care bene?ts to a

tion. The computer implemented method disclosed herein
comprises the step of collecting 101 health care data. The

40

plurality of employees through the health plan. Further, the

data is veri?ed.
The translated health care data is organized in a plurality of
tables in the structured relational format. The plurality of
tables is one of translated consumer data tables, provider data

providers are one of a primary care physician, a procedurally

tables, claims data tables, hospital data tables, global tables,
parameter tables, and proprietary tables. The global tables

related group specialist, and a medically related group spe
cialist. The step of translating the collected health care data

as current procedure terminology (CPT) code, international

comprises creating ?le layouts, mapping ?elds of the health

comprise information about a plurality of standard codes such
45

care data, and verifying the integrity and the validity of the
health care data. The health care data is organized in a struc

tured relational format in a plurality of standard tables. The
plurality of standard tables comprises a consumer data table,
a provider data table, a claims data table, a hospital data table,
a global table, a parameter table, and a proprietary table.

(NDC) code, and a diagnosis related groups (DRG) code. The
50

Further, the computer implemented method and system
disclosed herein analyzes the organized health care data for
utilization analysis and performance evaluation of the pro
viders. The organized health care data is analyzed by calcu
lating consumer statistics for a health plan using the health

55

plan information of the consumers. The claims of the con
sumers are processed to classify the claims based on age,

gender, disease, and comorbid conditions of the consumers. A
plurality of costs of the health care organization are deter
mined using one or more of the health plan information of the

60

consumers, the providers, the claims, and the hospitals. The
performance of the providers is assessed using the deter
mined plurality of costs. The providers comprising primary
care physicians are analyzed based on the entire population of
the consumers associated With the primary care physicians.

The computer implemented method and system disclosed

classi?cation of diseases (ICD9) diagnosis code, a health care
common procedure coding system (HCPCS) code, a revenue
code, an ICD9 procedure code, a national drug classi?cation

65

CPT code includes descriptions of health care services. The
ICD code includes the international code for diseases. The

HCPCS codes are used for reporting supplies, prosthetic
devices, and durable medical equipment. The NDC code is
used for identifying drug products. The DRG codes provide a
patient classi?cation scheme that is used to relate the type of
patients a hospital treats to the costs incurred by the hospital.
The parameter tables comprise date tables, quarters, line of
business tables, process tables, and processing order infor
mation table. The Line of Business tables comprise medicare
table, medicaid table, and commercial table. The proprietary

tables comprise disease categories table, disease subcatego
ries table, service categories table, case-mix mapping tables,
NDC mapping tables, procedurally related group (PRG) case
tables, medically related group (MRG) case tables, PRG
exclude tables, MRG exclude tables, PRG include tables,
MRG include tables, ICD category table, ICD sub category
table, age and gender table of the consumers, CPT group
tables, precedent tables for MRG, etc. The health care data is

US 7,987,102 B2
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analyzed for identifying the ?elds in the health care data

consumer. The catastrophic value is calculated by dividing
the sum of the plurality of costs by a predetermined scaling

provided by the health plan or a physician group providing
health care services. During the translation of the raW health

factor. The claims exceeding a predetermined limit on the
total costs are assigned a particular catastrophic value. For
example, the sum of the plurality of costs may be divided by
a scaling factor of 1000. All claims exceeding a total cost of,

care data, normalized tables for the health care data are cre

ated. The links betWeen the different ?elds of the normalized
tables are created. The data integrity of the health care data is
veri?ed. The format of the health care data is converted from

for example, 99,999 dollars maybe assigned a catastrophic

extended binary coded decimal interchange code (EBCDIC)

value of 99. A claim having a catastrophic value of, for
example 21, indicates the total claim amount to be equal to or
more than 21,000 dollars. Further the catastrophic value is
used to identify consumers having maximum claim amount.
The claims originating from hospitals and health facilities

to a prede?ned data format. The normaliZed data tables With
converted health care data are further indexed. The health care

data is used for determining enrollment period of the consum
ers. Further, the health care data is used for identifying ?nan

cial data, provider specialties, and health care services pro

are identi?ed. The number of consumers admitted to the

vided to the consumers.

The computer implemented method disclosed herein ana
lyZes 104 health care data for utiliZation analysis and perfor

hospitals and the health facilities are determined. The refer
rals and the PCPs referring the consumers to the hospitals and

mance evaluation of the providers. The providers are one of a

the health facilities are identi?ed. The cost of health care
administered to the admitted consumers is calculated. Fur

primary care physician (PCP), a procedurally related group
(PRG) specialist, and a medically related group (MRG) spe
cialist. The computer implemented method disclosed herein

20

calculates 104a consumer statistics for a health plan using the
health plan information of the consumers. The consumer
statistics is calculated based on age, gender, and disease con
ditions of the consumers in relation With the primary care

physicians, the employer groups, and the primary care phy

consumers by the total number of admitted consumers. Fur

ther, the claims are analyZed and classi?ed under service
categories. The services offered in each of the service catego
25

sician netWorks. The step of calculating the consumer statis
tics includes calculating the period of enrollment of the con

ries are classi?ed based on the revenues codes, CPT codes,

1CD9P codes, DRG codes, and HCPCS codes. The Per Mem
ber Per Month (PMPM) cost of each of the services is calcu
lated against the age range of the consumers, the PCPs, the
employer groups, and the PCP netWorks.

sumer. Exemplarily, the member months of the consumers are
calculated based on the number of months the consumers are

enrolled With the PCP in the health plan. The calculation of

ther, the length of stay of each admitted consumer is deter
mined. The average length of stay of the consumers is calcu
lated by dividing the sum of lengths of stay of all the admitted

30

The computer implemented method disclosed herein is

consumer statistics of the consumers for the health plan is

used to assess 104d the performance of the providers for the

performed periodically. For example, the number of consum

health plan using the plurality of costs. The primary care
physician is analyZed based on the entire population of the

ers enrolled by the PCPs, employer groups, and the PCP
netWorks maybe calculated on a monthly or a quarterly basis.
Further, the claims of the consumers are processed 10419 to

35

classify the claims based on age, gender, disease, and comor
bid conditions of the consumers. The classi?ed claims are

used to identify disease conditions having maximum claim
amount. The process of identifying all the disease conditions
related to the claims comprise the step of checking the disease
conditions against the CPT and the ICD codes de?ned in the
global tables. The disease conditions may also be identi?ed
using the NDC codes. The claims are assigned an age
sequence by checking the age of the consumers in the claims
against an age sequence table and assigning a sequence to the
claims. Further, the claims are classi?ed into categories and

40

the consumer. A PCP may have more elderly consumers or

may have sicker consumers. Hence, in the utiliZation analyt
ics, the age, gender, and disease conditions of the consumers
are adjusted. The age, gender, and disease conditions are
45

further classi?ed into subcategories using the ICD9 codes.
The most expensive subcategory for the consumer is reported
and other subcategories are reported as comorbidities. The
cost percentage of all disease conditions and the percentage
of utiliZation or cost in a health plan are determined by the
categoriZed claims. Furthermore, the CPT codes are classi
?ed into CPT groups called service categories. The step of
processing the claims of the consumers includes generating a
claim summary for the consumers based on the health plan of

consumers associated With the primary care physician. In the
population based analysis, the claims of all the consumers
associated With the primary care physician are captured. The
claims include costs incurred in the PCP’s of?ce and also
include claims incurred in one of hospital, specialist’s o?ice,
radiology lab, pharmacy, etc. The consumer’s expenses vary
depending on the age, gender, and the disease conditions of

adjusted by calculating the average cost in the health plan for
each year of age and gender and then calculating the average
cost of each disease by age and gender. Further, the number of
consumers With a speci?c disease condition(s) for a PCP is

analyZed. The expected cost due to the speci?c disease con
50

dition is determined for each consumer separately and for a
combination of all the consumers associated With the PCP.
Further, the actual cost is calculated for the consumers asso
ciated With a PCP. The total cost of all the consumers in a

55

PCP’s practice is determined and reported as the PCP’s actual
expense. The PCPs expense indicates the ef?ciency of the

the consumers.

PCP in managing the patients’ hospitaliZation and specialist

A plurality of costs of the health care organiZation are
determined 1040 using at least one or more of the health plan

service needs.

information of the consumers, the providers, the claims, and
the hospitals. The plurality of costs includes utiliZation cost,
liability costs, andpaid costs. The utiliZation cost is the cost of
health care service provided by the provider. The liability cost
is the amount the health plan is liable to pay to the provider.
The paid cost is the actual amount paid by the health plan to
the provider. The step of determining the costs of the health

includes calculating a utiliZation performance ratio for rank

care organiZation includes the calculation of a catastrophic
value using the plurality of costs based on the claims of the

The step of assessing performance of the providers
60

ing the providers. The utiliZation performance ratio is calcu
lated for each PCP. The utiliZation performance ratio of the
PCP is calculated as the ratio of the sum of the total actual cost
of all the PCP’s consumers to the sum of the total expected

65

cost. The utiliZation performance ratio may be used for
designing pay for performance programs for the PCPs. The
method disclosed herein further includes calculating a com

posite index value for the PCP. The composite index value is

US 7,987,102 B2
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determined by including a predetermined portion of the cata
strophic value to the utilization performance ratio of the pri

tion. The computer implemented system disclosed herein
comprises a translation module 201, a structured relational

database 202, and a data analytics engine 203. The transla

mary care physician.

PRG specialists perform medical procedures Whereas the
MRG specialists provide medical management of the con

tional module 201 translates and organiZes the raW health care
data in a structured relational format. The translation module

sumers. The PRG specialists are analyZed based on service
codes and the related costs for performing a medical proce

201 is used for creating ?le layouts, mapping ?elds of the
health care data, and verifying for integrity and validity of the

dure. The analysis comprises including all the claims falling

health care data. The translation module 201 receives con
sumer data of a health plan or a physician group providing

Within a prede?ned period of time around the date of the
medical procedure. Further, the claims not connected to the
medical procedure or the diagnosis, are excluded. The steps

health care services to the consumers, provider data, claims
data, and hospital data in a raW format via a netWork 204. The

involved in analyZing the PRG specialists comprise the steps
of identifying a performed medical procedure, identifying the
time frames of cost calculation, searching for overlapping
medical procedures, including all claims related to the medi
cal procedure, excluding all claims not related to the medical
procedure, adjusting and normalizing for the age and the
gender of the consumer, and excluding the outlier specialists
Whose costs of medical procedure falls outside a prede?ned
range. For example, if the cost of a medical procedure by a
PRG specialist is greater than tWice or less than half of the

translated health care data is stored in a structured relational
format in a structured relational database 202. The structured

relational database 202 comprises consumer data tables 202a,

provider data tables 202b, claims data tables 2020, hospital
data tables 202d, global tables 202e, parameter tables 202],
and proprietary tables 202g. The data analytics engine 203
20

prede?ned cost, that PRG specialist is considered as an outlier
and is excluded. Further, the average cost for a medical pro

cedure, termed the expected cost for performing that proce
dure, is calculated. A performance index for the PRG special

comprises a claim analysis module 20311, a cost calculation
module 203b, a performance analysis module 2030, and a
report generation module 203d. The components of the health
care data analytics system 205 communicate With each other.
The claim analysis module 203a processes the claims of
the consumers enrolled in a health plan. The claims are pro

25

cessed to classify the claims based on age, gender, disease,
and comorbid conditions of the consumer. The claim analysis

ist is calculated as the ratio of the actual costs of the all the

module 203a further generates a claim summary of the pro

medical procedures performed to the expected cost of all

cessed claims. The step of processing the claims is described
in the detailed description of FIG. 1. The cost calculation
module 2031) determines a plurality of costs of involved in

those medical procedures. Further, based on the cost of the
medical procedure a performance index may be provided to
the PCP referring the consumer to the selected PRG special
ist.

30

plan. The plurality of costs is determined using at least one or
more of the health plan information of the consumers, the

The MRG specialists mostly provide medical management
of the consumers and may not perform medical procedures.
The MRG specialists are analyZed based on diagnosis codes.
The steps involved in analyZing the cost incurred due to the
medical services of MRG specialist are similar to that of the
PRG specialist. Instead of analyZing the cost based on medi
cal procedure, the costs of an MRG specialist are analyZed
based on the medical services provided by the MRG special
ist. The computer implemented method disclosed herein fur

providing health care services to the consumers in a health

providers, the claims, and the hospitals. The plurality of costs
comprises utiliZation costs, liability costs, and paid costs. The
35

cost calculation module 2031) assigns a catastrophic value to
the claims based on the determined plurality of costs. The

steps involved in the calculation and analysis of the plurality

40

of costs are described herein under the detailed description of
FIG. 1.
The performance analysis module 2030 assesses the per

ther comprises generating Web reports of the performance

formance of a provider using the determined plurality of

analysis of the providers. The reports are used for designing
pay for performance for the providers. The generated reports
comprise admin actuarial reports, PCP analysis reports, PRG

costs. The provider is one of a primary care physician, a

analysis reports, MRG analysis reports, catastrophic analysis

45

reports, PCP netWork analysis reports, utiliZation analysis

reports, employer group analysis reports, and hospital analy

PCPs based on the number of consumers associated With the
PCPs. The total cost of all consumers in a PCP’s practice is

sis reports.
The computer implemented method disclosed herein fur

ther comprises the step of generating reports of comparative
relative value unit (RVU) utiliZation for a primary care phy
sician. The RVU is used for evaluating the actual utiliZation
and the comparative utiliZation by the PCP. The services
provided by the PCP are associated With service codes such as
the CPT codes. Further, the service code of a particular ser
vice provided by the PCP is associated With a RVU. The RVU

determined by the cost calculation module 2031) and reported
50

cates the ef?ciency of the PCP in managing the patients’
analysis module 2030 evaluates the performance of PRG
55

medically by the specialist on the consumers. Further the

delivering the particular service by the PCP to the consumers.
60

The performance analysis module 2030 further calculates a
utiliZation performance ratio of the PCP. Firstly, the total cost
for a particular disease condition in the health plan is deter
mined for each age and gender of the consumers. The total
cost is divided by the number of consumers With that particu

65

lar disease condition. Secondly, an average cost is determined

comparative RVU utiliZation report comprising the PCP’s
actual RVU utiliZation as a ratio to the expected RVU utili

FIG. 2 illustrates a system for utiliZation analysis and per
formance evaluation of providers in a health care organiZa

specialists and MRG specialists by analyZing the costs
involved in performing medical procedures and managing
performance analysis module 2030 may assign a performance
index to each of the providers using the comparative cost
analysis data of the providers.

By using service codes With RVU and applying proprietary

Zation is generated. The expected RVU is adjusted for the age
and the gender of the PCP’s members.

as the PCP’s expense. The PCPs’ comparative expense indi

hospitaliZation and specialist service needs. The performance

of a particular service is based on the effort involved in

methodology for service codes that do not have the RVU, the
total RVU utiliZation for the PCP is calculated. Further, a

procedurally related group specialist and a medically related
group specialist. The performance of the providers is evalu
ated for the health plan using the plurality of costs. The
performance analysis module 2030 is used to analyZe the

for the particular disease condition for a particular age and
gender of the consumers. The total average co st is determined

US 7,987,102 B2
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based on the number of consumers in the PCP’s practice of

Memory (RAM), a Programmable Read Only Memory
(PROM), an Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory

the particular age and gender and With the particular disease
condition. The utilization performance ratio of the PCP is

(EPROM), an Electrically Erasable Programmable Read
Only Memory (EEPROM), a ?ash memory, any other

then calculated as the ratio of the sum of the total cost of all the
members of the PCP to the sum of the average cost. The

memory chip or cartridge, a carrier Wave as described here
inafter, or any other medium from Which a computer can read.

performance analysis module 2030 calculates a composite
index value for the PCP. The composite index value is deter
mined by including a predetermined portion of the cata
strophic value to the utiliZation performance ratio of the pri
mary care physician. The performance analysis module 2030

In general, the computer-readable programs may be imple
mented in any programming language. Some examples of
languages that can be used include C, C++, C#, or JAVA. The
softWare programs may be stored on or in one or more medi

further calculates a total relative value unit (RVU) utiliZation

ums as an object code. A computer program product compris
ing computer executable instructions embodied in a com

for the PCP by using service codes With the RVU and apply
ing proprietary methodology for service codes that do not

puter-readable medium comprises computer parsable codes

have the RVU.

for the implementation of the processes of various embodi

The report generation module 203d generates Web reports
of the utiliZation analysis and performance evaluation of the
providers. The reports are used for designing pay for perfor
mance for the provider. The generated reports include admin
istration actuarial reports, PCP analysis report, PRG analysis

ments.

report, MRG analysis report, catastrophic analysis report,

Where databases are described such as the structured rela

tional database 202, it Will be understood by one of ordinary
skill in the art that (i) alternative database structures to those
20

PCP netWork analysis report, utiliZation analysis report,

described may be readily employed, and (ii) other memory
structures besides databases may be readily employed. Any
illustrations or descriptions of any sample databases pre

employer group analysis report and hospital analysis report.

sented herein are illustrative arrangements for stored repre

The report generation module 203d further generates a com

The steps involved in the comparative RVU utiliZation report
ing is described herein under the detailed description of FIG.

sentations of information. Any number of other arrangements
may be employed besides those suggested by, e.g., tables
illustrated in draWings or elseWhere. Similarly, any illustrated
entries of the databases represent exemplary information
only; one of ordinary skill in the art Will understand that the

1.

number and content of the entries can be different from those

parative RVU utiliZation report comprising the PCP’s actual
RVU utiliZation as a ratio to the expected RVU utiliZation.

25

It Will be readily apparent that the various methods and
algorithms described herein may be implemented in a com

30

puter readable medium appropriately programmed for gen
eral purpose computers and computing devices. Typically a

described herein. Further, despite any depiction of the data
bases as tables, other formats including relational databases,
object-based models and/or distributed databases could be
used to store and manipulate the data types described herein.

de?ned by those instructions. Further, programs that imple

LikeWise, object methods or behaviors of a database can be
used to implement various processes, such as the described
herein. In addition, the databases may, in a knoWn manner, be
stored locally or remotely from a device that accesses data in

ment such methods and algorithms may be stored and trans

such a database.

processor, for e.g., one or more microprocessors Will receive
instructions from a memory or like device, and execute those

instructions, thereby performing one or more processes

35

mitted using a variety of media, for e.g., computer readable

The present invention can be con?gured to Work in a net

Work environment including a computer that is in communi

media in a number of manners. In one embodiment, hard

Wired circuitry or custom hardWare may be used in place of,
or in combination With, softWare instructions for implemen
tation of the processes of various embodiments. Thus,

40

directly or indirectly, via a Wired or Wireless medium such as

the Internet, Local Area NetWork (LAN), Wide Area NetWork
(WAN) or Ethernet, Token Ring, or via any appropriate com

embodiments are not limited to any speci?c combination of
hardWare and softWare. A ‘processor’ means any one or more

microprocessors, Central Processing Unit (CPU) devices,
computing devices, microcontrollers, digital signal proces

cation, via a communications netWork, With one or more

devices. The computer may communicate With the devices

45

munications means or combination of communications

refers to any medium that participates in providing data, for

means. Each of the devices may comprise computers, such as
those based on the Intel® processors, AMD® processors,
UltraSPARC® processors, etc. that are adapted to communi

example instructions that may be read by a computer, a pro

cate With the computer. Any number and type of machines

sors or like devices. The term ‘computer-readable medium’

cessor or a like device. Such a medium may take many forms, 50 may be in communication With the computer.

The foregoing examples have been provided merely for the

including but not limited to, non-volatile media, volatile
media, and transmission media. Non-volatile media include,
for example, optical or magnetic disks and other persistent
memory volatile media include Dynamic Random Access

Memory (DRAM), Which typically constitutes the main

purpose of explanation and are in no Way to be construed as

limiting of the present method and system disclosed herein.
While the invention has been described With reference to
55

memory. Transmission media include coaxial cables, copper
Wire and ?ber optics, including the Wires that comprise a
system bus coupled to the processor. Transmission media
may include or convey acoustic Waves, light Waves and elec

tromagnetic emissions, such as those generated during Radio
Frequency (RF) and Infrared (IR) data communications.
Common forms of computer-readable media include, for
example, a ?oppy disk, a ?exible disk, hard disk, magnetic
tape, any other magnetic medium, a Compact Disc-Read
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Only Memory (CD-ROM), Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), any
other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other
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physical medium With patterns of holes, a Random Access

various embodiments, it is understood that the Words, Which
have been used herein, are Words of description and illustra
tion, rather than Words of limitation. Further, although the
invention has been described herein With reference to particu
lar means, materials and embodiments, the invention is not
intended to be limited to the particulars disclosed herein;

rather, the invention extends to all functionally equivalent
structures, methods and uses, such as are Within the scope of

the appended claims. Those skilled in the art, having the
bene?t of the teachings of this speci?cation, may effect
numerous modi?cations thereto and changes may be made

Without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention in
its aspects.
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7. The computer implemented method of claim 6, Wherein
said catastrophic value is used to identify consumers having

We claim:

1. A computer implemented method of utilization analysis

maximum claim amount Wherein the plurality of costs
includes said claim amount.

and performance evaluation of providers in a health care

organization, comprising the steps of:
collecting health care data over a network, Wherein said

8. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further

health care data comprises health plan information of

comprising generating Web reports of said performance

consumers, said providers, claims, and hospitals;

analysis of the providers, Wherein said reports are used for

designing pay for performance for the providers.

analyzing said collected health care data for said utilization

9. The computer implemented method of claim 8, Wherein

analysis and said performance evaluation of the provid

said reports comprise administration actuarial reports, pri
mary care physician analysis reports, procedurally related
group specialist analysis reports, medically related group

ers using a data analytics engine stored on said com

puter, comprising the steps of:
determining a plurality of costs of said health care orga
nization using at least one or more of the health plan

specialist analysis reports, catastrophic cost analysis reports,
primary care physician netWork analysis reports, utilization

information of the consumers, the providers, the

analysis reports, employer group analysis reports, hospital

claims, and said hospitals;

expenses analysis reports and reports of comparative relative

calculating an average cost of the health plan adjusted

value unit (RVU) utilization for each of said primary care

for a speci?c age, sex and disease condition of the

physicians.

consumers;

determining an expected cost for each consumer in the
health plan based on said average cost and a number
of consumers of the speci?c age, sex and disease

20

ist provider by evaluating performance of said specialist pro
vider, Wherein said data analytics engine evaluates said per
formance of said specialist provider by analyzing costs

condition;
storing said expected cost for the consumer in a data

base;

25

evaluating performance of said PRG specialist comprises:
identifying a medical procedure performed by said PRG

health plan;

specialist;

30

identifying time frames of cost calculation for said per

ciated With each of the providers using said health

formed medical procedure;

plan information; and
assessing performance of the providers for said health
plan, comprising calculating a utilization perfor

involved in performing one of medical procedures and medi
cal management of said consumers by said specialist pro

vider, Wherein said specialist provider is a procedurally
related group (PRG) specialist, and Wherein said step of

determining a total expected cost for the disease condi
tion by summing expected costs for all the consumers
of the speci?c age, sex and disease condition in the
calculating a total actual cost for all the consumers asso

10. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising calculating a performance index of each special
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mance ratio of a provider to rank said provider,

Wherein said data analytics engine calculates said uti

including all claims related to said medical procedure and
excluding claims not related to said medical procedure;
and
adjusting and normalizing for the age and the sex of the
consumer.

lization performance ratio as a ratio of a sum of the
11. The computer implemented method of claim 10,
total actual cost of the consumers associated With the
Wherein said step of analyzing costs involved in performing
provider to a sum of total expected cost for the con 40 medical procedures comprises calculating a ratio of the actual

sumers, adjusted for the age, the sex and the disease

costs of said medical procedures performed by said PRG
specialist provider to the expected cost of said medical pro

condition;
Whereby the utilization and performance of the providers

cedures.

in providing health care to the consumers are evaluated

12. The computer implemented method of claim 1,

by analyzing the health care data.
2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising the step of calculating consumer statistics of the
consumers comprising calculating the period of enrollment of
the consumers for the health plan.
3. The computer implemented method of claim 2, Wherein

45 Wherein the consumers are one of an individual member, a

medicare member, a medicaid member, and an employer,
Wherein said employer provides health care bene?ts to a

plurality of employees through the health plan.
13. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
50

a specialist provider, Wherein said specialist provider is one of
a procedurally related group specialist, and a medically

said step of calculating consumer statistics of the consumers

for the health plan is performed periodically.
4. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising the step of processing the claims of the consumers
to classify the claims based on age, gender, disease, and
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said primary care physician.
15. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
60

5. The computer implemented method of claim 4, Wherein

16. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
Wherein the plurality of costs comprises utilization cost,
liability cost, and paid cost of the consumers for the health

having maximum claim amount, Wherein the plurality of
costs includes said claim amount.

6. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
ity of costs based on the claims of the consumers.

comprising the step of organizing said health care data com
prising storing the health care data in a plurality of standard
tables in a structured relational format.

said classi?ed claims are used to identify disease conditions

comprising calculating a catastrophic value using the plural

related group specialist.
14. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising the step of analyzing a primary care physician
based on entire population of the consumers associated With

comorbid conditions of the consumers, Wherein the step of
processing claims of the consumers comprises generating a
claim summary for the consumers based on the health plan of
the consumers.

Wherein the providers are one of a primary care physician and
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plan.
17. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
Wherein said step of assessing performance of the providers
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comprises calculating relative value unit utilization for pri

performance analysis module calculates said utiliza

mary care physicians, wherein said relative value unit utili
zations of said primary care physicians are used to generate a

tion performance ratio as a ratio of a sum of the total
actual cost of the consumers associated With the pro
vider to a sum of total expected cost for the consum
ers, adjusted for the age, the sex and the disease con

comparative relative value unit utilization report of the pri
mary care physicians.

18. The computer implemented method of claim 1, further
comprising calculating a composite index value for a primary
care physician by including a predetermined portion of the
catastrophic value to a utilization performance ratio of the
primary care physician.
19. The computer implemented method of claim 1,

dition.

22. The computer implemented system of claim 21, further
comprising a claim analysis module for generating a claim
summary for the consumers based on a health plan.

23. The computer implemented system of claim 21, further
comprising a report generation module for generating Web
reports of performance analysis of the providers, Wherein said
reports are used for designing pay for performance for the

Wherein the total actual cost of all the consumers associated

With each primary care physician comprises cost incurred at
said primary care physician, hospitalizations costs and non

providers.
24. A computer program product comprising computer

hospital expenses.
20. The computer implemented method of claim 1,
Wherein said data analytics engine determines said expected

executable instructions embodied in a non-transitory com

puter-readable medium, Wherein said computer program

product comprises:

cost due to speci?c disease condition for each consumer
separately and for a combination of all the consumers asso

a ?rst computer parsable program code for collecting

ciated With each primary care physician.

health care data, Wherein the health care data comprises

21 . A computer implemented healthcare data analytics sys
tem comprising one or more processors for utilization analy
sis and performance evaluation of providers in a health care

health plan information of consumers, the providers,

claims, and hospitals;
a second computer parsable program code for analyzing
the collected health care data for the utilization analysis
and the performance evaluation of the providers;
a third computer parsable program code for determining a
plurality of costs of the health care organization using at

organization, said healthcare data analytics system compris

ing:
a structured relational database for storing health care data

in said structured relational format, Wherein said health
care data comprises health plan information of consum

least one or more of the health plan information of the

ers, said providers, claims, and hospitals;
a data analytics engine stored on said one or more proces
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sors for said utilization analysis and said performance

evaluation of the providers, comprising:

consumers, the providers, the claims, and the hospitals,
comprising the steps of:
calculating an average cost of the health plan adjusted
for a speci?c age, sex and disease condition of the

a cost calculation module for determining a plurality of

consumers;

ers, the providers, said claims, and said hospitals,

determining an expected cost for each consumer in the
health plan based on said average cost and a number
of consumers of the speci?c age, sex and disease

Wherein said cost calculation module performs one or
more of the steps of:

storing said expected cost for the consumer in a data

costs of a health care organization using at least one or

more of the health plan information of said consum

35

condition;

calculating an average cost of the health plan adjusted
for a speci?c age, sex and disease condition of the

base;
40

consumers;

determining an expected cost for each consumer in
the health plan based on said average cost and a
number of consumers of the speci?c age, sex and

disease condition;

health plan;
calculating a total actual cost for all the consumers asso
45

an fourth computer parsable program code for assessing

base;

performance of the providers for the health plan using

determining a total expected cost for the disease con

dition by summing expected costs for all the con

the plurality of costs, comprising calculating a utiliza
50

calculating a total actual cost for all the consumers

associated With each of the providers using said
mance of the providers, Wherein said performance
analysis module calculates a utilization performance
ratio of a provider to rank said provider, Wherein said

tion performance ratio of a provider to rank said pro

vider, Wherein said data analytics engine calculates said

tion in the health plan;

health plan information; and
a performance analysis module for assessing perfor

ciated With each of the providers using said health

plan information; and

storing said expected cost for the consumer in a data

sumers of the speci?c age, sex and disease condi

determining a total expected cost for the disease condi
tion by summing expected costs for all the consumers
of the speci?c age, sex and disease condition in the
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utilization performance ratio as a ratio of a sum of the
total actual cost of the consumers associated With the
provider to a sum of total expected cost for the consum
ers, adjusted for the age, the sex and the disease condi

tion.

